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About This Game

Requires an HTC vive headset !

Magical Candy Kingdom is a fun candy shooting game for all ages!

Once upon a time in a magical Candy kingdom, there was a king named King Candy and he had so many candies that his whole
kingdom was enjoying them every day!

On a glorious day, his army of candy cookies opened the door for a cute little fairy, who was lost and desperate to find a new
place that she could call home.

After hearing all the stories that the fairy was sharing with him, he felt that he needed to help her out. Without further thinking he
offered the fairy to stay in his kingdom as long as she wanted and enjoy his candies.

At this point, he didn’t knew that the cute little fairy was actually a witch in disguise, wanting to take all his candy and his kingdom.

The king was so interested in the fairy, that he invited her daily to his castle, to hear all the stories, which the fairy could tell him.

He didn’t know that spending time with the fairy caused him to fall into the grip of the witch, who was secretly putting a spell on
him.

Days and days passed and step by step the king lost his interest in the candies and his kingdom. He couldn’t and wouldn’t care any
more.
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Once the kings mind was completely in control of the fairy, the witch could finally show her true form. He wouldn’t see or wouldn’t
care…

Under the control of the witch, he did everything for her.
King Candy commanded his army of cookies to destroy anyone who would enter his kingdom from then on.

She even commanded him to switch all the nice candy with enchanted candies, so people who would eat them would be instantly
under the control of the witch…

His kingdom is lost. The Candy kingdom needs a new king…

Will you be the new king of Candy Kingdom , destroy the enchanted candies and defeat the army of cookies?

Try to complete all levels to claim the King trophy!

Candy Kingdom features :
- Bright & vivid colors ( lights & sky changes when advancing through difficult levels)

- Candy shooting fun for the everyone and all ages 2-99
- 18 levels and 18 bonus levels to unlock auto-shooting

- Dual wield candy blasters
- easy levels 1-6 , non threatening cookies

- medium levels 7-12 , a few threatening cookies
- Hard challenging levels with threatening cookies 12-18

- Online leader-board , challenge other new Candy Kings !
- Unlock achievements while playing

- Optimized for VR, using the latest technologies ( MSAAx8 by default, automatic render target multiplier from 0.5 to
2.0)

important note :
- When you start, don't forget to pickup the guns inside the train

- If you unlocked auto-shooting, you can select the level on the guns by pressing left/right on each controllers track pad
- Should the scaling not be correct, change to the correct scaling level by pressing +/- keys on the keypad.

Optimized for Zotac hardware! Push the limits
More information : http://www.zotac.com
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Title: Candy Kingdom VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Gameplay Studio VR
Publisher:
Gameplay Studio VR
Release Date: 20 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or newer, 32-64-bit

Processor: I5,equivalant or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX960 , equivalent or newer

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1000 MB available space

Sound Card: default sound device

Additional Notes: HTC vive required

English
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candy kingdom vr

good game to hang on and level asap!!good plane unlocks.... Its cheap, yes. It has comical cute graphics, yes. But the gameplay is
awful. Totally pointless and the fonts used are hard to read. So no, even at 1USD I wouldn't buy this game.. It's like Super
Hexagon but instead, you must collect sh*t to proceed to some more sh*t.... it's free, don't complain ;). Why is there even a
reason to NOT buy this game?
Worms: Ultimate Mayhem is a mashup of one of my favorite games of all time - Worms 4 Mayhem and the original Worms
3D. If you're one of those hardcore Armageddon players who didn't really enjoy stepping into full three dimensions, this is
absolutely not the game for you. As for me, since I've started my Worms saga in World Party and rapidly progressed to W4M, I
think this is a welcome blast from the past.
Although simple and somewhat basic, weapon creation is definitely enjoyable. Add the ability to customize your military
annelids and you've got the recipe for a good first impression. Combat takes a while to get used to, with the default setting being
toggled to inverse Y axis (useful for controllers, not so much for the mouse - modify that in your settings). The W4M story has
the humour I remember, putting you in the place of a team of students in a quest through time.

Overall, I believe it is quite worth the price it achieves when in sales (3,24€ - about five dollars) and is enjoyable alone and with
friends, be it online or on the same machine. Have fun!. It is a really good game if you like puzzle games. But if you don't like
puzzle games then don't get this game.. This game had some promise to it, just needed the save and load game to be worked on
and the terrain editing tools. Would of been nice to see this game come to some kind of conclusion. However seems like
TOUCHTILT Games have gone, The websites for them and BUILDANAUTS have all disappeared for a few months now!

So to others i would check to see if there are any more activity from these guys first before buying the game as not heard
anything since 16th June 2017.. Pull my Devil Trigger !!!!!!!. Completely stunned me. What a gem in the walking simulator
segment.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/RziXwHyvE0g

After the initial system shock wears off there is a lot of juicy meat on this hybrid space management \/ conquest \/ diplomacy
game. The combat combos add an appreciated extra level of depth.

Note: This version was replaced by the 'Lightspeed Edition'
https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/651660\/Halcyon_6_Starbase_Commander_LIGHTSPEED_EDITION\/
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Updated review as of Jan 2019

Very buggy gameplay. Its not playable at the moment!
Will check back after they fix the numerous issues.
There is no ocean anymore????
My Fps are rubbish also!

PROS

Gorgeous Visuals
Great atmosphere
Friendly devs
Good optimisation already (60ps ultra settings)
Plenty of scope for potential

CONS
Typical ea bugs which is expected
very hard to master controls and crafting system - needs a tutorial

If it finishes then I think this game could rival the most hardcore survival games out there!
But will have to wait and see. Anyway I am thoroughly enjoying so far!. Puzzles, strategy and hidden object based game -- I love
this type of stuff! It was really fun and a lot more engaging than the first one. It had a story line that was quite lacking in the
first. Defintely a game to try out if you like this genre of game.. The Optimization is pretty trash but, fun game! play with it
some friends XD. Great game, deserves a Positive review. Charming, difficult and fair, and lovely the look at. If you like
challenging platformers you should give this a try!. Got this game cheap on sale and had 20 hours of fun. A lot of quests,
sidequests, funny dialogues. My only con is the leveling up system, where everything level up with you and it kinda ruins the
strategy part. Nonetheless I had a lot of fun and recommend the game.. pls english save button. now free
+good puzzles
-some hitboxs are off
-jumping has uncontrolable sliding effect
it's best if played w/ controller, can be fun but i find it uninteresting after 20mins.... A great game so far has i have played my
first few hours just having a blast hunting what enemies i can kill so I can build my fleet to take on larger enemy fleets. Alot of
different ships for the nations including thier allies ships or ship u capture. Large maps for each or the theaters of action. (
MED, Atlantic, and Pacific) Just a great game to support for either the casual player or those that may like to manage each and
every ship in thier fleet. +++. Appraoched as a single scenario with some replayability, then this game is fun. Those expecting
more than 30 minutes of play time per playthrough will be disappointed. It's very interesting, very unique and very well written.
The dialogue trees are important, unlike most adventure games. Go into each conversation with a goal: find out who they are,
what impact they are currently having on the crisis and what impact they may have in the future. Try and convince them to
change their bigoted ways and if you fail: add them to your list!. How to End Friendship
--------------------------------

Step 1 - Turn on ball collision.

Done

New update:
-Added a molotov cocktail.
-Added a grenade.
-Added a new chest. The grenade and molotov can be found in the new chests.
-Hammers and wrenches now also spawn in the chests that the grandson can unlock.
-Added invert mouse setting.(While in game press the "Escape" key to change mouse settings).
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-Added health indicator beside the granny's hp bar. When her health changes a number will appear beside her health bar
indicating how much it was changed by.
-Lowered the damage on most of the throw able items.
-Fixed a bunch of bugs.. Guns'n'Stories: Bulletproof VR Granny Simulator Small bug fixes v0.01:
-Fixed a connecting issue
-Fixed a bug that stopped the player from playing single player.

If you're still having issues connecting to other players make sure your game is up to date before posting anything to the
discussion board.. New update with new house:
I added a new map with different tasks. imo its the best level by far, The physics
feel way better in this update.

-Added small cubby holes for the toddler to hide in/ navigate the map.
-Added different endings to the tasks.
-The toddler also has tasks on this map.
-Added different animations for the granny.
-Increased the brightness for the dark levels.
-Fixed a few issues with the rag doll physics.
-And a bunch of other stuff I forgot about.

-There's a bug where if u finish a multiplayer game you wont be able to play single player. You will have to reload the game to
play single player.
-There's also a bug if you try joining a friends lobby while you are hosting a lobby the game will freeze when the "Connecting"
text pops up. If you restart the game it should work fine.. Multiplayer update:
The new update should fix the network errors some people were having.
-Added a new level for multiplayer.

If you run into any errors or bugs I might of missed please post them in the bug discussion thread.. Multiplayer issues:
Some people are having trouble hosting and joining lobbies. I'm currently trying to fix it.
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